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Swinging back to concept painting ...

By WoC | August 02, 2018 at 05:35 PM EDT | No Comments
Done emailing around for work now until Monday.
Going to try and get the Roy Stratik character done by Sunday night.
I will have to pick up the pace with concept design if I am ever going to get though it.

Have $2 in my name left so its urgent that I get some work in ...

By WoC | August 01, 2018 at 08:49 PM EDT | No Comments
I am going to sit and email around for freelance work until I find it.
Money is running too low.
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Otherwise things are good.
I was laughing at the foodbank today.
There is a loser doing a survey in the line and asking people how valuable the foodbank service is
to them on a scale of one to 10.
He is doing that while the line is going around the block.
Shows you how blind people can be.

Working on another angle of the face ...

By WoC | August 01, 2018 at 12:00 AM EDT | No Comments

Made up a donations email template ...

By WoC | July 31, 2018 at 08:03 PM EDT | No Comments
Sending a donations email around.
Asking $1 for donations to my development fund to see where that goes.
If I get yelled at too much for spam then I will stop.

Picking up with Roy concept paintings ...

By WoC | July 30, 2018 at 06:35 PM EDT | No Comments
I am giving emailing around for work a break now for a week and getting back to my
concept painting.
I will look for freelance work again in about a week.
I feel more and more I am wasting my time with looking for freelance VFX and graphics work.
Looks like no one needs that anymore or there is just too much competition out there.

Sunday ...

By WoC | July 29, 2018 at 08:58 PM EDT | No Comments
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I unlocked my Twitter account but deleted the account.
The clients I need don't really hang out on the web.
So see no reason why I need all that social media to find freelance work.
Its just silly.
So I spent most of today emailing around promoting my freelance digital services of
CLIKFOOT hoping to hit on a job here and there.
So far a few reactions but nothing that is going to pay a bill.
I will resume concept painting on the Roy character tomorrow through Thursday.
Otherwise everything is cruising right along.

Had another social media moment today ...

By WoC | July 28, 2018 at 11:52 PM EDT | No Comments
Kinda like a heat attack.
Quick and painful and over quick.

Saturday ...

By WoC | July 28, 2018 at 03:52 PM EDT | No Comments
Today I am continuing on with my renders in Blender of my Catalina model showcase.
I am emailing around for freelance graphics and VFX work which has been little dry the last 3 weeks.
I am also converting a gameplay video of Heavy Rain I downloaded form You Tube from
WEBM format to iPod mp4 format so I can watch it on my phone. They have a lot of clever
actions the characters can do in that game and I want to see how that works. Although I don't
think its that streamlined and seamless I think I can do a lot better.
Other than that I am tightening up my "helping everyone out with computer issues" and will
be charging a fee for that now. I don't see why I have to do free work for people who
owns businesses, have kids, have cars, have a wife, etc.

Target date set for game's release ...

By WoC | July 27, 2018 at 08:30 PM EDT | No Comments
Friday 18 December 2020.

On my to do list for today ...

By WoC | July 27, 2018 at 02:14 PM EDT | No Comments
1. Finish off my calendar for 2020.
2. Continue with background renders in Blender Cycles on Catalina plane showcase.
3. Pick up again on final concept designs for Roy Stratik.
4. Reposting subs ads on Craigslist for website.
I also updated my Unreal 4.20 to 4.20.1

Sub buttons ...

By WoC | July 27, 2018 at 11:39 AM EDT | No Comments
I put the subscription pages back on the website.

Uninstalled UDK from my backup laptop yesterday ...

By WoC | July 26, 2018 at 11:22 PM EDT | No Comments
I had to uninstall UDK (Unreal 3) from my older U56E Asus laptop yesterday.
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It was a very sad moment.
Then I installed Unreal 4.20 on it and filled up all the empty disc space again :-)

Today ...

By WoC | July 26, 2018 at 08:51 PM EDT | No Comments
1. Worked and settled into my new Clikfoot base.
2. Finishing of calendars for 2018, 2019 and 2020 getting ready for a long haul.
I will continue and finish off the final concept designs for Roy starting tomorrow.
I expect to be busy with that for 7 days.
No work yet.
Deathly silence like the world ended or something. :-)

Expanded the Clikfoot studio space. I will slowly remodel this so I can work from here too ...

By WoC | July 26, 2018 at 08:42 PM EDT | No Comments
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Completed list ...

By WoC | July 23, 2018 at 11:36 PM EDT | No Comments
Complete list of characters to be designed and versions of each one:
1. Captain Issues. (Roy Stratik) (Pilot and captain).
1.1. In boxers, various poses.
1.2. In boxers, wet and dirty.
1.3. With vest and boxers, various poses.
1.4. With vest and boxers, wet and dirty.
1.5. With pants, socks and shirt, various poses.
1.6. With pants, socks and shirt, wet and dirty.
1.7. With pants, boots, side arm in holster, shirt, jacket and headgear, various poses.
1.8. With pants, boots, side arm in holster, short, jacket, headgear, wet and dirty.
1.9. Alternative looks with alien clothing, different headgear, sword, knife, Lifter weapons, etc.
1.10. Side arm and holster with spare amo.
1.11. Headgear.
1.12. Med kit.
[ 7 days ]
2. Iritiree.
2.1. In the same clothing standing inside plane, sitting, etc., various angles and poses.
Hair and clothing little different in subtle ways.
2.2. Her locket.
[ 5 days ]
3. Specs or Spec. (Patrick Wealan) (Copilot).
3.1. With jacket on, binoculars, clipboard, in his copilot seat in the
front of the plane.
3.2. With goggles on and flying glass in cockpit.
[ 3 days ]
4. Crackles. (John Simonds) (Radio operator).
4.1. At his station and working the radio, headphones on.
4.2. Standing in the cockpit doorway talking to Specs.
[ 3 days ]
5. Nav. (Jim Sneider) (Navigator).
5.1. Him sitting at his station and working.
[ 3 days ]
6. Sling. (John Seels) (Waist Gunner Port side (left looking forward)).
6.1. Sling at his station looking out over ocean with binoculars.
[ 3 days ]
7. Goggles. (Bob Jenson) (Waist Gunner Starboard side (right looking forward)).
7.1. Goggles at his station looking out over ocean with binoculars.
[ 3 days ]
8. Strings. (Larry Edington) (Flight engineer).
8.1. Strings sitting at his station working the controls and monitoring
the engines.
[ 3 days ]
9. Levers. (Dane Waterson) (bombardier (in the nose of the aircraft)).
9.1. Levers at his station writing his diary and looking out over the
ocean.
[ 3 days ]
10. Jumpthief.
10.1. The skeleton of the Jumpthief with hand stuck inside rock
and the letter.
[ .5 day ]
11. Piano Man.
11.1. Piano Man in his clothing and head gear standing beside
the Pathguide’s piano.
11.2. The Piano Man waving his fist at the Bat Bird.
[ 2 day ]
12. The Bat Bird sitting on top of the piano.
[ .5 day ]
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13. The Pathguide.
13.1. The Pathguide sitting behind the piano as a ball of piano wire.
13.2. The Pathguide transforming back to her true form from
the piano wire state.
13.3. The Pathguide standing beside the piano in her true form.
13.4. The Pathguide reaching out from inside a rock and saving
someone from falling over the edge of the mountain. 36
13.5. The Pathguide entering the mountain through opening.
[ 3 days ]
14. Crank Little.
14.1. Crank Little standing beside her cable car.
14.2. Crank Little sleeping on the floor of her cable car.
[ 2 days ]
15. Wire robots.
15.1. Wire robots in various poses and angles.
[ 1 day ]
16. Wire Man.
16.1. Wire Man sitting at his drum table behind the out building and
working on his wire creations wearing his thick glasses.
16.2. Wire Man waving his babies into an empty drum and talking
to them with his remote device in his hand.
16.3. The remote device.
[ 3 days ]
17. Stone Hunters.
17.1. Various poses. Ones jumping off shooting their Fire Shooters
at Roy.
17.2. The one that pilots the platform.
17.3. Various angles on their weapons and gear.
[ 6 days ]
18. Jack Banger.
18.1. Jack sitting on top of the water wheel and hammering away.
18.2. Jack sitting at dinner table top of the Mill Station.
18.3. Jack’s hammers, one stuck in drum after he threw it at Roy and
and his gear, various angles.
[ 3 days ]
19. List Maker.
19.1. List Maker writing his list inside his “office” with some of his
accessories and interior decoration showing.
19.2. The drawing of where the key is hanging.
19.3. The List Maker on a wall talking to Roy.
19.4. The List Maker sitting close to the door next to a flat little
coffin and candles lit around it.
[ 2 days ]
20. The Baker's rolling pins. (several).
20.1. The rolling pins on the racks with faces looking at Roy.
20.2. Close angle on a rolling pin.
[ .5 day ]
21. The Baker.
21.1. The Baker in his bakery baking bread with some of his tools
and bakery’s interior layout visible.
21.2. Close angle on the white cup on his horn. 56.5
21.3. The Baker putting fresh bread on the table with candles lit.
21.4. The Baker holding very old piece of paper close to a lit
candle trying to read what is written on it, the one the Stone
Hunters wrote.
21.5. The Baker serving his guests at the dinner table on top of the
Mill Station.
21.6. Close angle on Stone Hunter note paper.
[ 3 days ]
22. Clicket.
22.1. Clicket standing in front of narrow window with bookshelves
filled with rusty mechanical parts. He is turning slowly
while looking at Roy behind him.
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22.2. Clicket leaning over table middle of room pointing at blueprint
and with elevator motor lying on top of table and with lots
of parts lying around.
22.3. The few tools Clicket hands Roy to go install motor.
[ 3 days ]
23. The Skinner.
23.1. The Skinner lying dead at his wooden desk with letter and his
hands with 6 fingers.
23.2. Close angle on one hand with letter and other hands with knife
and dry blood.
23.3. Close angle on bag with glowing flying stones leaking from it.
23.4. Close angle on his broken off hand fitting door with 6 finger key
on it.
[ 1 day ]
24. The Stitcher.
24.1. The Stitcher sitting dead on the floor with his room interior
and skins hanging all around him and door behind him and
dead elevator next to him and pile of dirt under him.
24.2. Stitched together skins around him.
24.3. Book lying next to him.
[ 1 day ]
25. The Boat Boy (Johnny).
25.1. The Boat Boy standing on the jetty next to the torch and his small boat.
25.2. The Boat Boy rowing in his boat.
25.3. Johnny inside burning car trying to get out rear window and holding toy
pirate ship.
25.4. Johnny in the tunnels holding action figures.
[ 3 days ]
26. Smoke Face.
26.1. Smoke Face in his water pipe looking at Roy.
26.2. Smoke Face in his water pipe fading away.
[ .5 day ]
27. Fish Guide.
27.1. The little glowing fish in his bottle toed to waist of skeleton.
27.2. The little fish finds the bottle of fish oil.
[ .5 day ]
28. Chicken Pirates (alien pirates with chicken feet).
28.1. Chicken Pirate boarding sail ship and throwing spikes on its deck.
28.2. Chicken pirates seeing a bed for the first time and touching it.
28.3. Remains of a Chicken Pirate sitting in his comfy chair in dining room
with water pipe next to him.
[ 3 days ]
29. Talking Monkeys (16).
29.1. Each monkey skull on its pole ¾ side view. Each one
with its own characteristics.
[ 1 day ]
30. Spit.
30.1. Spit spitting on the ground with his one arm and holding
his knife.
30.2. Close angle on knife.
30.3. Spit’s head exploding into dust as skull hits him.
30.4. The Collectors’ 3 ships and other Collectors getting
out of them.
30.5. Collector with crude remote device standing between tomb buildings.
[ 3 days ]
31. Worm of the dead.
31.1. The worm coming out of its “engine home”.
31.2. Petals placing wine glass in front of the worm.
[ 2 days ]
32. Dead Bird.
32.1. Dead Bird sitting on his nest guarding his eggs.
32.2. Dead Bird attacking Roy and dragging him across the
deck of the Tomb ship.
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[ 1 day ]
33. Bone Grinder.
33.1. Bone Grinder sitting and grinding the big skull of the Tomb ship’s
Front end.
33.2. The rusty old vacuum cleaner and other gear of the Bone grinder.
33.3. The small bicycle wheel lying next to the Bone Grinder and a bag
of bone dust next to the vacuum cleaner.
[ 3 days ]
34. Door Monkey.
34.1. The Door Monkey eating the egg.
34.2. The Door Monkey sleeping and snoring away.
[ 1 day ]
35. Tim.
35.1. Tim the boy standing at the mouth of the concrete pipe looking in
and looking very concerned.
[ 2 days ]
36. Petals.
36.1. Petals at her dimly lit work bench and blood drenched tishoe paper
wrapped around her one hand.
36.2. Petals attacking Collectors throwing skulls at them.
36.3. Petals with baseball bat hitting Worm of the Dead holding wine
bottle.
36.4. Roy standing beside Petals and fixing up her hand.
[ 3 days ]
37. Sup.
37.1. Sup in his kitchen preparing food.
37.2. Sup serving food to Roy and Iritiree outside on the porch.
[ 3 days ]
38. Thin guy.
38.1. Thin guy sleeping at table in wine cellar with empty bottle beside him.
[ 1 day ]
39. Fat guy.
39.1. Fat guy at the top of the wine cellar yelling down holding tube.
39.2. Fat guy crashing through wooden floor.
[ 1 day ]
40. The Paper Whisperer.
40.1. The Paper Whisperer folding and whispering to her little paper planes.
40.2. The Paper Whisperer serving Roy coffee in her room. We see the
big hole in the floor and ceiling.
40.3. Close angle on the golden key she gives to Roy. In her other hand she
holds the small tool she needs to fix her clock with.
40.3. Close angle on the clock on her wall.
[ 4 days ]
41.1. Coils.
41.1. Coils sitting in front of his table with radio contraption with his workspace
showing around him.
41.2. Coils standing and pointing at the picture of his family.
41.3. Close angle on the family picture in his hand.
41.4. Coils showing screwdriver to Roy and standing next to his big antenna.
[ 3 days ]
42. The guards.
42.1. Guards in different poses, some who fell asleep with paper plane
Lying next them, inside the Mill Station guarding the Boss.
42.2. The two guards who wacked the paper plane away and is trying to open
The chest, with saltwater spilling out of it.
42.3. The guards in the old factory standing around the submarine.
42.4. The guards drowning inside the submarine.
42.5. Shootout between Roy and guards.
42.6. The two guards up at the Boss’s room, before and after they turn to
stone after they enter the Boss’s room. One of them still holding the
golden key.
[ 4 days ]
43. Handles.
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43.1. Handles chained up against the wall, weeing Roy sneaking up on her.
The metal catwalk and the valve controller wheel for the water pump.
43.2. Handles crawls in behind a piece of rotten wood and climbs into the
escape tunnel she had been secretly working on.
[ 3 days ]
44. The three Mountain Kings.
44.1. The three Mountain Kings emerging from the back of the waterfall and
them transitioning back again.
44.2. The three Mountain Kings talking to Roy.
[ 2 days ]
45. Scootch.
45.1. Scootch pushing his wheel burrow up the stairs of the Nimlen tomb and
his dead dog with him in the wheel burrow.
45.2. Scootch stabbing Roy in his shoulder with syringe.
[ 3 days ]
46. Blue Bird.
46.1. The Blue Bird sitting in its cage and flying out of its cage.
46.2. The Blue Bird sitting on its master’s head.
[ .5 days ]
47. Version 12.
47.1. Version dead at his desk with his lab visible around him and his note on
the table.
47.2. Close angle on his note.
[ 1 day ]
48. Headless rebel Nimlen.
48.1. The mummified body part of the headless Nimlen in its coffin.
48.2. The floating head of the Nimlen staring at the Lightflow.
[ 1 day ]
49. Nimlen Guards.
49.1. Nimlen Guards storming at Roy.
49.2. Close angle on their clubs with faces.
[ 3 days ]
50. Uh.
50.1. Uh sitting on a ledge with his bicycle and trying to fix his radio cassette
player.
50.2. Uh strapping his belongings onto his bicycle getting ready to leave.
50.3. Uh gunning down the canal on his bicycle getting away from the water.
[ 3 days ]
51. The Fisher Girl.
51.1. The Fisher Girl sitting on the rooftop with lamp, black raincoat and
fishing rod.
51.2. The Fisher Girl standing up with her iron leg showing from under the
raincoat.
51.3. The Fisher Girl kicking ass with her iron leg.
51.4. The Fisher Girl rowing away with her lamp in a small boat over the
lake.
51.5. The Fisher Girl standing next to her father at Roy’s funeral.
[ 4 days ]
52. Lifters.
52.1. Two Lifters in the cockpit of their submarine.
52.2. The Lifters overseeing the loading of the crane on top of the loading
building. Various angles of them standing around.
52.3. Shootout on the stairs between Lifters and Stone Hunters.
52.4. Close angles on the various weapons of the Lifters in the storage room.
[ 4 days ]
53. Drippers.
53.1. The three aDrippers sitting around board game ready to leave on their
raft.
53.2. Close angle on their board game.
53.3. Close angle on their welding equipment and raft with drum.
53.4. Other Drippers working inside the ironworks and helping with loading
of crane.
[ 3 days ]
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54. Candle Heads.
54.1. Candle Head 1 sitting on stool and guarding staircase to temple.
54.2. Candle Head sitting on stool beside road.
54.3. Candle Head guarding market.
54.4. Candle Heads charging after Roy in the Lost City.
[ 2 days ]
55. Flic.
55.1. Flic inside the temple when Roy first meets him standing next to his
cleaning cart with all the accessories.
55.2. Flic at his old wooden work table with film reels and typewriter.
Lots of Whisky bottles lying around.
Flic with old glasses on and writing in his journal.
55.3. Flic sitting with huge headphones on listening to his radio and helicopter
crashing through the ceiling behind him.
[ 4 days ]
56. Pittoosh
56.1. Pittoosh at her stand. Several angles and one with her standing
in front of the stand so we see her full body and holding the opened
film can with paper roll inside.
[ 1 day ]
57. Lucknot.
57.1. Lucknot standing with Roy at window, on top of a table, and pointing at Stretch’s building.
Various angles. His nose that was bitten off clearly visible.
[ 1 day ]
58. Pencilgun.
58.1. Pencilgun standing in the streets and selling newspapers, various poses, standing
in doorway of building and waving Roy in.
58.2. Close angle on one of the newspapers Pencilgun is selling.
[ 2 days ]
59. Pink.
59.1. Several poses and angles on Pink standing close to Jeremy and the birthday cake.
[ 1 day ]
60. The cheering girls.
60.1. The cheering girls cheering.
[ 2 days ]
61. Jeremy.
61.1. Different poses and expressions of Jeremy sitting in front of the small birthday cake.
[ 2 days ]
62. The Clutter Room Gang.
62.1. Various gang members in different poses and from different angles.
62.2. Close angles on their weapons, clothing and gear.
[ 4 days ]
63. Stretch.
63.1. Stretch stuck in his window frame with noose around his neck screaming at Roy.
63.2. Stretch on his rooftop with rifle shooting at helicopter.
63.3. Stretch in the Wanted poster in the market place.
[ 3 days ]
64. Teddy pilots.
64.1. Two Teddy pilots in the cockpit of the helicopter fighting with each other.
[ 1 day ]
65. Dirt Balls.
65.1. Various sizes, babies, mom building nest, Dirt Ball chewing through a piece of metal.
Dirt Ball picking up metal scraps and taking it back to its nest.
[ 1 day ]
66. The Pathmaker.
66.1. Various angles.
[ 3 days ]
67. Corpse 1.
67.1. Close angle of corpse of one legged man and close angle on his letter.
[ 1 day ]
68. Woman and child corpses.
68.1. Close angle on mother and child corpses and journal in which she was writing right before
she died. The letter tells Roy how the Dirt Balls can show him the way out of the tunnels.
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[ 2 days ]
69. Rippers.
69.1. Rippers ripping the Catalina plane apart. Close angles on their tools. Different positions.
[ 2 days ]
Total days: 163 = 5.25 months.
(This list have been modified as to not give away the story and outcome of the game's story)

Drawing up schedule for each final concept design ...

By WoC | July 23, 2018 at 05:26 PM EDT | No Comments
… of the characters.
I figure the only way I am ever going to get through all of them is just to dive in.
With the hope that there will be money somewhere in the near future so I can hire some help
with the 3D modeling.
Otherwise I will be working on this game for a very, very long time. :-)

Thinking I should probably ....

By WoC | July 23, 2018 at 12:10 AM EDT | No Comments
Get going with the concept designs and have modelers start working on the actual 3D work as I
am going. Just to get all the modeling started.

Blender character modelers ...

By WoC | July 22, 2018 at 11:44 PM EDT | No Comments
Looks like I will definitely need character modelers on this project.
I am thinking of recruiting them to work under contract for back end percentage points.
I don't think I will be able to model all these characters unless I work on them for a whole year.

2nd assesment 4.4 months ...

By WoC | July 22, 2018 at 11:25 PM EDT | No Comments
That is a whole lot better but I will have to do some designs as very fast sketches.
I think I will backtrack now and add more time to selected designs.

First version of timeframe for final concept designs ...

By WoC | July 22, 2018 at 10:37 PM EDT | No Comments
Its a total of 194.5 days.
That is 6.27 months.
Way too long.
I will have to do character designs as fast sketches.
Will have to figure something out.

Sunday ...

By WoC | July 22, 2018 at 06:23 PM EDT | No Comments
Chatted with my brother in Hout Bay, South Africa this morning on Google Hangouts.
Emailing around for work for both me and my brother today.
Set up a new shot in Blender on the Catalina plane.
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The front wheel retracting.
Rendering out still frame tests before I hit the 180 frame render.
Other things I have to do today is finalize my time frame for the final concept designs for all
the characters in the game.
Other than that just a very hot day in Bellingham.

Drawing up a time frame for each design ...

By WoC | July 21, 2018 at 12:31 AM EDT | No Comments

Up against a problem with volume of concept designs for characters ...

By WoC | July 20, 2018 at 11:47 PM EDT | No Comments

So if I draw up a realistic schedule for final concept designs for 69 character types I am looking
at around 4 months.
That is way too long.
So I am going to have to figure out a faster way to get through all of them.
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Subscriptions removed ...

By WoC | July 20, 2018 at 08:58 PM EDT | No Comments
I didn't really get any interests on the subscriber buttons so I removed them.
Everyone has free access to the entire website again.

Completed list of all the final concept designs for characters ...

By WoC | July 19, 2018 at 11:37 PM EDT | No Comments
Now I know exactly what to do final concept designs for in regards to characters.
The next step is to draw up a time frame for all of them so I can budget my time on the
character concept designing.
Other than that just wondering if I should remove the subscriptions on my website there seems
to be little interest so far.

Installed UE 4.20 ...

By WoC | July 18, 2018 at 08:04 PM EDT | No Comments
4.20 was released today.
Prototype game still works fine in it.
I will be using that as reference as I am building my final game project.
4.20 is the version I will be using to building the final game project.
I will just wait for the hot foxes 4.20.1. and 4.20.2. :-)
I still have a ton of 3D modeling to do in Blender anyways before I even get to the Unreal part of
the work.

Tuesday ...

By WoC | July 17, 2018 at 05:10 PM EDT | No Comments
No subscribers to my website yet.
I am going to place a few more ads on Craigslist today and see what happens.
I am still working on the list of final concept designs.
Otherwise just very hot days and more crazy people on the streets.
I pulled my backup laptop and Asus U56E out of storage today just to update it and charge
its battery.

Working on final concept design list for characters ...

By WoC | July 16, 2018 at 07:17 PM EDT | No Comments
… today, watching a few new Twitch game developing streams in the background.
Money is tight.
Hoping to get work in soon.
Rendering a new shot of my Catalina sequence and its only 17 minutes per frame since I deleted
the ground and don't have the engines in the frame.
Hoping to get through the list today so I can draw up my timeframe around it.

Placed several ads for subscriptions to my website ..

By WoC | July 15, 2018 at 05:05 PM EDT | No Comments
Placed 3 more today.
Targeting cities in the U.S. on Craigslist.
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See how that goes.
If I don't have any subscribers by the end of the week I will probably kill the idea.

Very hot days in Bellingham ...

By WoC | July 15, 2018 at 03:09 PM EDT | No Comments
Been hot sunny days here.
I am working on a a complete and detailed list of all the concept designs I have to do for
each character and its gear + clothing.
The list is pretty long and I worry that I will be able to get through it all.
That is why its important to build this list so I can monitor progress and budget time spent on
each item.
Also awaiting the production ready release of Unreal 4.20.
I want to see what they did with Niagra, the new particle system interface.
Otherwise things are well, money is just very little at the moment.

Work rolling in ...

By WoC | July 14, 2018 at 06:13 PM EDT | No Comments
I have 5 concept renderings rolling in and one book page pasteup I have to do.
Happy to get some funding in again so I can continue working on my game project :-)

Looking for freelance work ...

By WoC | July 13, 2018 at 06:23 PM EDT | No Comments
Have been emailing around the last three days for any freelance work but got very little reaction
so far.
I wonder if I shouldn't just get a regular stupid job here in Bellingham and just stick with it.
Rather than wasting days and days looking for freelance work.

Its Friday the 13th and ...

By WoC | July 13, 2018 at 12:43 PM EDT | No Comments
… I am doing backups onto my 5TB external drive today.
Also pulling a few things off it to add to my online reel.
Other than that I am just emailing around for freelance work and
working on my character designs.

Added a subscription button to my website ...

By WoC | July 12, 2018 at 06:25 PM EDT | No Comments
… hoping that will help fund the project.
We will see.
If it doesn't work I will remove it later.

Drawing up a more detailed schedule for EfMS project ...

By WoC | July 10, 2018 at 05:14 PM EDT | No Comments
A little worried about the time things are taking so I am going to draw up a little more
detailed schedule today for the project.
Otherwise just downloading tutorial videos and working on my character concept designs.
Sent a lot of emails out for visual effects work with very little reaction.
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That seems to be pretty dead at the moment.

More or less the final looks of the main character ... for now :-)

By WoC | July 08, 2018 at 11:14 PM EDT | No Comments

Modeling finer details ...

By WoC | July 06, 2018 at 09:51 PM EDT | No Comments
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Kicking off with color modeling and lighting ...

By WoC | July 02, 2018 at 10:47 PM EDT | No Comments
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Completed the line drawings of the angles I want to cover ...

By WoC | July 02, 2018 at 07:43 PM EDT | No Comments
Color modeling and lighting begins.
Then after this next stage I will start layering the clothing and gear on.

Continuing on today with final concept design for Roy ...

By WoC | July 02, 2018 at 05:36 PM EDT | No Comments
I am still busy with the "in boxers only" version where I am just showing the anatomy and
body configuration.
I expect to start color modeling that today and get pretty far with it.
Hopefully finish that by tomorrow and then start with the layers of clothing and gear.
By the end of the week I hope to be done with the Roy character final concept designs.
I am a little worried how long these sketches are taking but I have been distracted with other
things lately so I expect it to pick up now.

Changed my mind about the Kickstarter thing ...

By WoC | July 01, 2018 at 06:58 PM EDT | No Comments
I was lying in bed last night thinking …
I am so tired of designing my workflow around fundraising "beacons".
The whole building of the prototype game (which didn't do anything really) and jumping in at
odd points or stages of the game development process just to show gameplay videos and trailers
… where I should be focusing on getting the damn game built in the first place.
So last night I decided to "assume" that I am building this game all by myself and just go ahead
and let the Kickstarters work around me instead of the other way around. I really want to build
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this game up and through each stage the way I want to and without compromising anything just
to meet a fundraising goal.
So I am going to not set a date for Kickstarter again but rather just have another Kickstarter when
I reach a stage in the development process where I feel I have something to show.

Selections completed ...

By WoC | June 30, 2018 at 10:53 PM EDT | No Comments
I think I have a very good scene for the 2nd teaser trailer that will involve characters, dialogue
and grab the essence of the main theme of the game's story.
Then I selected one action and one character driven scene for the gameplay videos.
The opening cinematic is pretty established by now so I know what I will be doing there.

Doing scene selection today ...

By WoC | June 30, 2018 at 09:12 PM EDT | No Comments
Picking scenes and levels to be featured in 2nd Kickstarter 14th of December.
Then I will be able to consolidate my efforts and work efficiently.

Schedule running up to 2nd Kickstarter announced >>>

By WoC | June 30, 2018 at 08:35 PM EDT | No Comments
14 December 2018

http://worldofclouds.com/efmsmilestones.html

Main musical theme and composer announced >>

By WoC | June 30, 2018 at 04:49 PM EDT | No Comments
https://youtu.be/O361WlvyTaI

Still working on concept design for Roy ...

By WoC | June 30, 2018 at 12:11 AM EDT | No Comments
Main character coming along nicely.
I will probably start modeling and lighting the sketches tomorrow.
I added turnaround angles today.
Side, half turned and back.

Enhancements to realistic look ...

By WoC | June 28, 2018 at 09:52 PM EDT | No Comments
With the lead character design I am making the head little bigger, torso slightly bigger, legs
longer, wrists narrower, ankles narrower, feet and hands bigger.

IGV

By WoC | June 27, 2018 at 04:33 PM EDT | No Comments

Hello Etienne Andlau,
Thank you for taking the time to reach out to us regarding Escape
from Mill Station. After reviewing the project with our internal group, we feel that the project is not a match with
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IGV’s current direction. We do appreciate the opportunity to look at your project and wish you success in future
game development endeavors.
Cordially,
IGV Submissions Team

PAGE BREAK >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

By WoC | June 27, 2018 at 03:33 PM EDT | No Comments

Took pictures of myself this morning ...

By WoC | June 26, 2018 at 06:45 PM EDT | No Comments
… in different poses.
I took them with me standing in underwear so I can build the concept design of the character
from the ground up.
Its a bit of a challenge to sit in Starbucks and cut pictures out of myself in underwear very funny.
I picked a seat in the back corner with my screen facing away from everyone LOL
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